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KNOWLEDGE AT THE SPEED OF THOUGHT
Geek Talent have designed and built the most
advanced labour market intelligence platform on
the market. We track millions of social media
profiles, CVs, job posts and news stories daily,
making sense of the world around us.

Millions of unstructured data records are fed into
the Geek Talent artificial intelligence machine,
which then understands, ranks and classifies the
data to produce insights for our users, helping you
make more informed decisions.



Recruiters and HR managers can now
understand the structure and skills of their
workforce to make better hiring decisions.

Inward investment teams can view their
region and cities at a new level of detail,
bringing the most appropriate investment
to their regions.

FurtherAandAhigherAeducationAstaffAcan-
design-course-curriculum-to-match-local-
and-national-corporate-skill-requirements-
to-close-the-skills-gap.



INSIGHTS – Labour-market-portal

GOACAREERA– Career-portal

GetAinAtouchAsupport@geektalent.com

VisitAhttp://gocareer.io/

OUR DIGITAL INNOVATIONS



You’re in good company

}



GEO SECTOR VIEW

Users can, for the first time, see the sector
level skill data at various regional levels and
act upon this. You will become the the expert
in labour market skills as we also show the
descriptions for each of the skills so you can
become the crossVsector expert. Use the data
to help make laser focused hiring decisions or
setup a company in best city, without second
guessing and living in hope that you will
attract the right type of people.



GEO COMPANY ANALYSIS

You can now also deep dive into specific
companies for the first time. See the
detailed labour priorities and move past
time consuming industry round table
discussions with lots of companies. As
place becomes less relevant over time
with the advent of the internet you can
also see the staff distribution across the
UK. You can also compare companies
side by side along with sector data.



GEO DETAILED HEAT MAP

Viewing the data in heatmap mode you can
immediately see the concentration strength of
sectors or companies across the UK. The
darker the image, the deeper the
concentration of skills in that region. Zoom in
to see the real clusters of skills and make
better, strategic decisions



JOB PROFILE ANALYSIS

Corporate hierarchies are complicated
things to understand, especially for nonV
sector experts. We provide a way to
visualise the corporate structure and
view job profiles. You can now analyse
the corporate pyramid to discover
efficiency savings and benchmark your
existing company against your peers



SKILLS ANALYSIS – BY SECTOR

The skills view allows users to analyse the top
25 skills of any organisation and sector
producing a comparative analysis.

This is a game changer for users wishing to
truly understand the skill makeVup of
companies and sectors in which they operate.



EXPERIENCEAPROFILE

Better manage and track the aging
workforce in the sector/company to
develop appropriate succession plans.
Companies use the information to
implement graduate and apprenticeship
recruitment plans.



SOCIALAMEDIAATRACKING

What is social media saying about your
industry or company? How can you keep upV
toVdate with this fast moving of all data sets?

We provide an intuitive tracking tool, from our
partners IBM, embedded within Insights to
follow millions of social media posts and forms
relating to company and job market themes
you care about.



from £750 
per month Per organisation

Free 
getting 
started 
support

Get started in less than 
a day

Training 
and 

Consulting 
available

Helping turn insight into 
action



WHYANOTASAYAHELLO
Speak to the team @ Geek Talent today to
get started with the most advanced labour
market analysis tool available.

• Based-on-millions-of-CVs,-Job-posts-and-
social-media-datasets,-constantly-
updated-

• Explore-sector-and-company-analytics
• Data-tagged-by-geo-location
• Unique-source-of-skills-level-data

M: support@geektalent.com
W: www.geektalent.com T: +44 (0) 191 562 3173


